
 

Dear customer, information regarding the electronic toll collection can be obtained on the web portal www.emyto.sk or through the customer 

service line on +421 2 3511 1111. 
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TARIFF OF FEES 

    

Tariff of fees valid and effective from 1 Jan.2010 Exchange rate: EUR 1 = SKK 30,1260  

    

Type of fee 
Fee incl. VAT 

EUR SKK 

Change from pre-paid to post-paid toll regime € 5,000  SKK 150,630  

Change from post-paid to pre-paid toll regime  € 5,000  SKK 150,630  

Issuing a detailed statement of toll transactions in a 
hardcopy form – in person 
 

Up to 30 sheets € 3,800  SKK 114,479  

Up to 70 sheets € 7,100  SKK 213,895  

Over 70 sheets € 15,900  SKK 479,003  

Issuing a detailed statement of toll transactions in a 
hardcopy form – via post 

Domestic, up to 30 
sheets 

€ 4,600  SKK 138,580  

Domestic, up to 70 
sheets 

€ 7,700  SKK 231,970  

Domestic, up to 70 
sheets 

€ 17,200  SKK 518,167  

To abroad, up to 30 
sheets 

€ 7,000  SKK 210,882  

To abroad, up to 70 
sheets 

€ 10,200  SKK 307,285  

To abroad, over 70 
sheets 

€ 34,800  SKK 1.048,385  

Repeated  issuing of a simple invoice in an electronic form– e-mail € 2,400  SKK 72,302  

Repeated issuing of a simple invoice in a hardcopy form – in person € 2,700  SKK 81,340  

Repeated issuing of a simple invoice in a hardcopy form 
- via post 

Domestic € 3,300  SKK 99,416  

To abroad € 3,600  SKK 108,454  

Repeated issuing of a detailed statement of toll transactions in an electronic 
form – e-mail 

€ 2,200  SKK 66,277  

Repeated issuing of a detailed statement of toll 
transactions in a hardcopy form – in person  

Up to 30 sheets € 3,800  SKK 114,479  

Up to 70 sheets € 7,100  SKK 213,895  

Over 70 sheets € 15,900  SKK 479,003  

Repeated issuing of a detailed statement of toll 
transactions in a hardcopy form – via post 

Domestic, up to 30 
sheets 

€ 3,300  SKK 99,416  

Domestic, up to 70 
sheets 

€ 6,400  SKK 192,806  

Domestic, over 70 
sheets 

€ 15,900  SKK 479,003  

To abroad, up to 30 
sheets 

€ 5,700  SKK 171,718  

To abroad, up to 70 
sheets 

€ 8,900  SKK 268,121  

To abroad, over 70 
sheets 

€ 33,500  SKK 1.009,221  

OBU unblocking  € 5,000  SKK 150,630  

OBU unblocking after 6 months out of work  € 5,000  SKK 150,630  

Sending one OBU via courier service € 12,000  SKK 361,512  

Sending one OBU via post  € 9,000  SKK 271,134  

New PIN generating (for web transactions) € 2,900  SKK 87,365  
    

Type of fee 

Fee 
(not subject to VAT) 

EUR SKK 

Contractual fine for a liquidated, lost or stolen OBU * €257,200  SKK 7.748,407  

Contractual fine for OBU damage ** €34,000  SKK 1.024,284  

Contractual fine for damaging OBU accessories *** €16,000  SKK 482,016  

    
Under the pre-paid toll regime the fees for services are charged in advance, i.e. services are only provided to the vehicle operator after the fee 

payment. 
* The contractual fine is calculated in the amount of the OBU and its accessories acquisition price less the received guarantee and one-off reward 
for OBU providing, if paid. 

** OBU damage means both internal and external damage; any internal damage of the OBU representing a material damage of the OBU is 
considered to be the OBU liquidation. External damage of the OBU means: damaging of the OBU cover (especially the lock for fixing the OBU into 

the holder), damage and/or absence of the OBU battery cover, damage of buttons and optical indication of the OBU status and any damage of the 
OBU identification making its automated identification impossible. 

*** A legal claim for the contractual fine according to this item of the tariff of fees is assumed by a person authorised by the toll collection 
administrator in the case of any damage of the OBU accessories and in the case of failing to return any part of OBU accessories. 
 


